Tents a Maid.

Another map, an, please you, sir! but how do you show me where it is? All your geograpy there is no map of Fairpoint.

Another map, an, please you, sir! In America they are active now, and... it leaves them in the morning they say.

There are less fortunate persons, who have never a complete and satis- faction of the day's work. They are most constantly drowsy; they are al- ways in a state to to be roused, and better with the pillow sleep recedes, and a breath of drowsiness sweeps over the whole body. The drowsiness will... lures to the instant return of semi-consciousness.

In general, with the exception noted at the beginning of this article, drow- siness is abnormal, and indicates something wrong, either in the body of the sufferer or in his habits. Those who habitually cut off their hours of sleep, the "night owls" and the burn- ets, are of course perfect drowsers, and have habit by attacks of sleepiness in the early hours of the morning. Unfortunately, after the influence of digestion wears off, the drowsiness increases and continues for a long time. The first person to...to make up for the hours lost by the sleepy drives his usual tiresome habits, go to bed betimes and get his seven or eight hours of con- tent, and the time is then passed in... se of two advertising and much better work, and the life much more en-

A slight drowsiness is often noticed after a hearty meal, because active digestion is so great a demand on the blood to the stomach, so that the digestive work is done and the stomach can be a little less active. In some southern countries this ten- dency is favored, and the siesta after the noon meal is a national custom. With us, the after dinner cup of coffee is supposed to prevent the... a good bite to work with, and yet he accomplishes wonders. He knows fast the chips fall... be taken a bright hawk or a small snake to find it in this snug corner. While you are sitting, how shall you... the same, the justitude and the scopic bugs for 20th breakfast, lun- cheon and dinner.

"What a happy little bride I shall be," she says, and freely smiles away to the other side of the tree, where she can watch old men as they hammer away on his task—Bar- gar W. Leighton, in the New York Tribune.

A PET CALF.

I thought that possibly you might care to hear about a pet calf I had last summer. By the time it was four weeks old it followed me anywhere I went to, no town. It used to go into the house, where it would stay until I put bread and called it out again. For several weeks it was so contented after that it grew too large for me to handle, so I had to put it in a pasture, where it had a clover to... to play with.—Huston Gordon, in the New York Tribune.

I feel a profound reverence for a boy than for a man. I never meet any boy in my way... feeling that I may own him a salute, for I know not what possibilities may have united us besides you, President Garfield.

DIET FOR DROWSINESS.

Attacks of Sleepiness—Often Result of Indigestion.

Sleepiness is a normal and healthy condition when it occurs at the usual hour for retiring, but when it occurs at other times, it is called over- powering, but it is not always of a healthy nature. When you are in perfect health, and excellent sleep is rare, you know the monist of depression is rare, and physically until they are in bed, and... is must have a change of clothes, and in the morning get the cradle, and then... a time to sleep, I am not sure that they are not the most valuable things in a man's life. —James T. Lincoln—Dundee Advertiser.

At Hobart and Launceston they have clubs for cricket, football, golf, boxing and cage, and so forth, but on a wood chewing contest they have never been known to... s's men, women and children—and watch the players with the keenest interest. The great blocks of timber are so fine and so brightly colored, so that the curious eye... the note of the strokes, theeld'sjob is a most amusing one, for time to time as frantically as if they were playing a game of tag. The "lumberjack" as these champions means something to a man in Tasmania—Dundee Advertiser.

We can see £40,000 feet high.

CHILDREN at Home.

First go to the zoo; then... to think things over a bit; meat-

would have a safe and happy journey. He is not a child, and... the furniture and the children. This is the real and serious and anxious work should be regarded as the fin- est.